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Process Automation—Disrupted!
Oracle Integration Cloud’s Process Automation

This year’s Oracle Open World sessions by Oracle’s Amit Zavery, Senior
Vice President Product Management, and Vikas Anand, Vice President
Product Management, showcase the latest innovations for Oracle Integration
Cloud’s Process Automation platform. These game-changing developments
extend our industry-leading integration capabilities with Robotic Process
Automation, Adaptive Case Management, and Best Next Actions that
empower you to quickly iterate on the complex, hybrid cloud challenges
posed by unstructured processes and legacy systems.
Here’s a sneak peek at what’s coming your way:

Robotic Process Automation
Got legacy apps that may never expose modern APIs? Need to streamline and
simplify end-to-end process execution? Robotic Process Automation leverages
simple-to-use, non-intrusive record-and-replay to capture routine human work
using API-first robotic execution. This enables you to:
» Extend your existing integration capabilities for all your legacy and data
systems.
» Quickly assemble UI navigation recordings for rapid integration and
automation.
» Cut repetitive work errors to speed time to market and lower your compliance
costs and risks.

Best Next Action
Who doesn't want to optimize their digital workforce? With OIC's new adaptive
intelligence capabilities, you get:
» Advanced rules and visual decision modeling using DMN standards, which
leads to smarter processes overall.
» The ability to leverage AI apps, so you can make your existing domain
processes simpler and more intuitive.
» Predictive Machine learning workflow intelligence, so you can deliver guided
experiences and lower your training costs.
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Adaptive Case Management
With Oracle’s new Case Management Modeling capabilities, now it’s easier than
ever to automate dynamic and unstructured business processes for Fintech,
Healthcare, Manufacturing, and Public Sector firms dealing with regulatory,
technology, and competitive disruptions.
For digital transformation teams, Oracle offers:
» The most extensive modeling capabilities in the market, so you can
continuously innovate on complex work streams and quickly scale what works.
» Structured and unstructured process automation, including dynamic task
allocation.
» API quick-connect to intelligent apps and data, so you get vastly improved,
machine learning-based approval recommendations. Fact-based
recommendations are based on both past behavioral profiles and best-in-class,
domain-specific services from the Adaptive Intelligent Applications portfolio.

What’s Next?
Check https://cloud.oracle.com/en_US/process soon for more information!
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